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Abstract
As the number of people affected by dementia increases, there is a need for diagnosing potential symptoms of early dementia,

and questionnaires such as the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) are widely used for early dementia detection. To build a
more effective questionnaire, we propose ReSmart-15, a dementia detection questionnaire that includes daily behavior-based

questions in five categories (i.e., attention, spatial ability, spatiotemporal ability, memory, and thinking ability). To evaluate the

effectiveness of each question in detecting early dementia, information gain can be used to rank their contributions. However, the
current information gain-based method requires hard classification results such as whether the patient had been diagnosed with

early dementia or not. In this paper, we propose a “soft information gain” based ranking system where each patient is diagnosed
with an early dementia probability (from 0 to 1), not with a hard decision of early dementia (0 or 1). We conducted an experiment

to test the effectiveness of ReSmart-15 compared to MMSE and found that the top 2 questions were from ReSmart-15, and 60
percent of the ReSmart-15 questions were in the top 10.
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Introduction
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) is the most common neurodegenerative disorder associated with advanced progressive dementia [1, 2].

The symptoms of AD include changes in mood and behavior, sleep problems, and cognitive decline [3, 4]. With an increasing life expec-

tancy, the number of people affected by dementia is rising [3], and there is a need for clinical means to detect the potential symptoms,
which could require clinical treatments. However, existing screening tools for dementia are limited. For instance, the Mini-Mental State

Examination (MMSE) [5], one of the most widely used tests for measuring the clinical dementia rating scale (CDR) [6] and the most
commonly administered psychometric screening assessment for cognitive functioning, is insensitive to detecting the early stages of
dementia [7]. The utility of cognitive assessment (i.e., MMSE) decreases when the patient has mild cognitive decline [8-10].

A lack of self-awareness of cognitive decline is a symptom of dementia [11, 12]. It is known that the difficulties with the MMSE in

detecting early dementia have been caused by low specificity [10, 13, 14]. Using screening tests with low specificity could lead to a
misdiagnosis of dementia in elderly individuals and the misdiagnosis could cause unnecessary anxiety in the users. Maki et. al [15]

introduced SED-11Q informant-based assessments as a preferable assessment for detecting early dementia. It was used to make the

questionnaire more informative, aiming to investigate the state of daily activities performed in various contexts that include questions
about social interactions and personality.
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Inspired by the SED-11Q [15], we propose a questionnaire named ReSmart-15, which is an informant-based survey to distinguish

reliably differentiated nondemented individuals from demented individuals. It modifies the existing MMSE questionnaire for better

detection of early dementia, gathering more information about daily activities. The questionnaire consists of daily behavior-based
questions in five categories (i.e., attention (3Q), spatial ability (3Q), spatiotemporal ability (3Q), memory (3Q), and thinking ability

(3Q)), which are explained by CogniFit, a company that designs cognitive assessment through monitoring the patient’s cognitive rehabilitation process [16].

While building an informant-based questionnaire to detect early dementia, we need to improve the diagnostic accuracy and extend

appropriate populations with different types and stages of dementia. In this regard, there is a demand to develop a new validated

screening alternative. With feature-selection methods based on machine learning (ML), it is possible to determine the importance of
the test’s features and discard the insignificant ones, which can reduce the complexity of the screening task. Inspired by NMD-12 [1719], the effectiveness of the ReSmart-15 questionnaire can be validated by information gain (IG), which ranks the importance of all
its features. Each question in the questionnaire was treated as a feature that has different importance in the prediction of a dementia
diagnosis.

Although the previous IG-based method is helpful for scoring the importance of each feature, it requires labeled results for all

patients that show whether they were diagnosed with early dementia or not. For simplicity, we can diagnose a patient with early

dementia when the number of negative answers is more than half of the total number of questions. However, such a hard decision
regarding early dementia can reduce the reliability of the labels [20]. In this regard, we propose using a soft information gain (SIG)
where the diagnosis results show the early dementia probability (from 0 to 1), not the hard decision of early dementia (0 or 1). In this

way, labeled results for early dementia are not required, and the reliability of the results can be enhanced. A detailed explanation of
SIG will be described in the next section.

Method

Information Gain for each Question
In this section, we demonstrate how to determine the effectiveness of each question using information gain. Let E(U) be an entropy,

and Eq (U) be the amount of information to make an exact classification based on the partition by questions q, where U is the user data

sample in the training set. Then, E(U) and Eq (U) can be calculated as follows:

Where D ⊂ U is the set of users diagnosed with early dementia, Uq,j is the set of users who answered j to question q, and lq is the

number of distinct values in q, i.e., the number of answers in the question q. For example, questions answered by either yes or no make
lq = 2 [20]. The IG of each question q can be calculated by the difference between E(U) and Eq (U). The questions with higher IG values

are considered more important than those with lower IG. In this regard, the importance of all questions can be ranked based on the
IG values [21, 22].

Soft Information Gain for Each Question
Previous IG-based method requires the results of whether the user is diagnosed with early dementia or not, which is used to make

the set D. In the simplest way, we can diagnose early dementia when the number of negative answers is more than half the number

of total questions, but such a hard decision of early dementia can reduce the reliability. Instead, we propose using soft information

gain (SIG) where the diagnosis results show the early dementia probability (from 0 to 1), not the hard decision of early dementia (0
or 1). Let Pu,q be an early dementia degree for user u measured by question q, where the value is from 0 to 1. For example, questions
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answered by either yes or no make Pu,q = 1 when the answer is yes (negative) and Pu,q = 0 when the answer is no (positive). Then, the

early dementia probability for user u, denoted by Pu, can be calculated as the expectation of all early dementia degrees, i.e., Pu = 𝔼q [Pu,q].
Then, E(U) and Eq (U) can be calculated as follows:

E(U) = 𝔼u∈U [Pu] log2 𝔼u∈U [Pu] - (1 - 𝔼u∈U [Pu]) log2 (1 - Eu∈U [Pu]),

(3)

SIG of each question q can be calculated by the difference between E(U) and Eq (U). Figure 1 shows an example of how early dementia

probability is calculated.

Results

Figure 1: Early Dementia Probability Calculation.

We collected audiences from SurveyMonkey to recruit 155 participants (92 female). Their average age was 36.31 (𝑆𝐷=11.70, 

range=18-65). To show the effectiveness of ReSmart-15 compared to another existing screening questionnaire for early dementia

detection, we conducted a user study where participants were asked to submit their responses to 35 different questions: 15 questions
from ReSmart-15 and 20 questions from MMSE.
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As shown in Table 1, our experiment found that the top 2 questions were from ReSmart-15, and 60 percent of the ReSmart-15 ques-

tions were in the top 10. This suggests that ReSmart-15 was composed of influential questions filtered by information gain, which may

increase the accuracy of the early diagnosis of dementia. Furthermore, information gain can be used to remove redundant or unnecessary features with low importance (i.e., ReSmart-13 and ReSmart-6), and can simplify the procedure of diagnosis.
Rank

SIG

Questionnaire

Questions

1

0.060

ReSmart-9

Are you having a hard time remembering where things are usually kept?

3

0.051

MMSE-11

4

0.046

ReSmart-3

5

0.044

MMSE-17

6

0.041

MMSE-13

7

0.040

MMSE-12

8

0.038

ReSmart-10

10

0.036

ReSmart-1

12

0.036

2

9

11
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

0.052

0.037

0.036
0.034
0.034
0.031
0.030
0.030
0.030
0.028
0.027

ReSmart-12

ReSmart-11
ReSmart-15
ReSmart-5
ReSmart-4
MMSE-9

ReSmart-8
MMSE-16

ReSmart-2
MMSE-4

MMSE-19
MMSE-2

Do you often forget the points that you want to talk about?

I am going to name three objects. When I am finished, I want you to repeat them.
Remember what they are because I am going to ask you to name them again in a
few minutes. Apple, Penny, Table. Score 1 point for each word correctly repeated.
Order of words does not matter.
Do you suspect others of hiding, or stealing items when they cannot find them?

Take a plain piece paper in your hand, fold it in half, and put it on the floor. Score
1 point if they take the paper. Score 2 points if they take it and fold it. Score 3
points if they take it, fold it and put it on the floor. Score 0 points if they follow
none of these commands.
Remember the 3 words I mentioned to you a few minutes ago; please repeat
them now. The correct answer is: Apple, Penny, Table. Score 1 point for each
word correctly repeated. The order is not important.

An example of counting backwards by 5 is (100, 95, 90, 85). Starting at 100,
count backwards by 7. You can stop after 5 subtractions. The correct answers are
93, 86, 79, 72, 65. Score 1 point for each correct answer. If they do not understand the question, score 0.
Do you repeat questions or statements or stories in the same day?

Are you getting lost in familiar surroundings such as their own neighborhood?

Do you have trouble knowing the day, date, month, year, and time; or check the
date more than once a day?
Do you confuse names of family members or friends?
Do you often forget appointments?

Do you have trouble handling money, such as when giving tips or calculating
change?
Whose home is this? (a picture is given)

Do you have trouble concentrating more than an hour?

Repeat the following phrase: “No if, ands, or buts” Score as correct only for an
exact repetition of the words in the correct order.
Do you misplace items more than once a month?
What day of the week is it today?

Write any complete sentence on this piece of paper. Score as correct only if the
sentence contains a subject and verb and makes sense. Ignore spelling errors.

What month is it? Score as correct if their answer is right or off by a month only
if it is the first or last day of the adjacent month (ex. If it is June 1 and they say
May 31, that is acceptable).
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21

0.027

MMSE-6

What country are we in?

24

0.024

MMSE-8

What city (or town) are we in?

22
23
25

26
27
28
29

0.026
0.024
0.023

0.021
0.020
0.019
0.015

ReSmart-7

ReSmart-14
MMSE-14
MMSE-5

32

0.012

MMSE-1

31

33
34
35

0.013

0.011
0.005
0.005

What state (or province) are we in?

Ask the user to name the object that appears on the screen. (a picture of pencil is
given) Score as correct for the word “pencil” only.

MMSE-15
MMSE-20

ReSmart-13

MMSE-3

ReSmart-6
MMSE-18

Conclusion

Ask the user to name the object that appears on the screen. (a picture of watch is
given) Score as correct for “wristwatch”, “watch”, or “timepiece”. Score as incorrect for “clock”, “time” or any other answers.
What room are we in?

MMSE-7

0.015

Do you feel that learning a new stuff takes longer than before?

What season is it?

MMSE-10

30

Do you become disoriented in unfamiliar places?

Ask the user to copy the design on the screen with a pencil and paper. Score as
correct only if their drawing has 2 shapes that both have 5 sides and the 2 shapes
overlap to form a 4-sided figure.
Do you have to drink coffee to wake yourself up?

What is today’s date? Score as correct if their answer is right or only off by one
day (ex. for May 12, May 11 or May 13 are acceptable answers). Do not accept a
day of the week.
What year is it?

Do you remain energetic in everyday life?

Read the words on the screen and then do what it says.  (The screen shows the
phase “Close your eyes”) Score as correct only if they close their eyes.

Table 1: The Questions ranks through soft information gain.

In this paper, we build an effective questionnaire named ReSmart-15 which is a dementia detection questionnaire that includes daily

behavior-based questions in five categories (i.e., attention, spatial ability, spatiotemporal ability, memory, and thinking ability). As the

current information gain-based method requires hard classification results such as whether the patient had been diagnosed with early
dementia or not, we propose a “soft information gain” based ranking where each patient is diagnosed with early dementia probability
(from 0 to 1), not with a hard decision of early dementia (0 or 1). The experiment shows the effectiveness of ReSmart-15 compared
to MMSE and found that the top 2 questions were from ReSmart-15, and 60 percent of the ReSmart-15 questions were in the top 10.

The effectiveness of the ReSmart-15 questionnaire is shown in this work, but reducing dementia symptoms is also important as well
as diagnosing early dementia. The method for reducing dementia symptoms will be proven in future work by developing a mobile app
that will be helpful for the users.
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